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Abstract
Hundreds of years ago, sailors were
terrified by the Kraken, a dreadful sea
monster capable of sinking ships and
with a taste for human flesh. Today we
know the legends of this monster were
based on sightings of giant squids. This
animal belongs to the genus Architeuthis
and was the subject of many scientific
studies. Despite its enormous size (up to
18m), the giant squid is astoundingly
elusive and much of its biology remains
unknown. Thus shrouded in mystery,
Architeuthis is almost a mythological
creature and has a place both in science
and in myth: the very last of the legends
to persist to this day.
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Séculos atrás, marinheiros se amedrontavam
com histórias do Kraken, um terrível monstro
marinho capaz de afundar embarcações
e devorar suas tripulações. Atualmente,
sabemos que a lenda desse monstro foi
baseada em encontros com lulas-gigantes.
Esse animal pertence ao gênero Architeuthis
e foi alvo de muitos estudos científicos.
Apesar de seu enorme tamanho (pode chegar
a 18m), a lula-gigante é incrivelmente
elusiva e muito de sua biologia permanece
desconhecida. Assim, envolto em mistério,
Architeuthis é quase um ser mitológico,
ocupando um lugar tanto na ciência como
no mito: a última das lendas a persistir nos
dias de hoje.
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The Kraken
Below the thunders of the upper deep;
Far, far beneath in the abysmal sea,
His ancient, dreamless, uninvaded sleep
The Kraken sleepeth: faintest sunlights flee
About his shadowy sides: above him swell
Huge sponges of millennial growth and height;
And far away into the sickly light,
From many a wondrous grot and secret cell
Unnumbered and enormous polypi
Winnow with giant arms the slumbering green.
There hath he lain for ages and will lie
Battening upon huge sea-worms in his sleep,
Until the latter fire shall heat the deep;
Then once by man and angels to be seen,
In roaring he shall rise and on the surface die.
(Alfred Lord Tennyson, 1830)

For the first navigators, the sea was a great unknown, treacherous, unstable, and above
all, dangerous; yet, it was the only way to reach certain places. For these men, the sea seemed
to hide in its inconceivable depths a horde of lurking monsters. Even the bravest seafarers
showed a respectful dread of the sea, and the stories they told gradually became legends, for,
as the saying goes, “the tale grows in the telling.” An encounter with any unknown animal in
the open sea had the potential to gain a mythological edge. For a monster worthy of its tales,
gigantic size was not enough; it should also have some means to attack a ship and kill its crew.
Over the centuries, many sea monster legends were born and forgotten; only a few have
reached our days. The Kraken, one of these “survivors,” is perhaps the largest monster ever
imagined by mankind. Its legend was also born from seamen’s stories, but it was much
modified and strengthened over the years. Right from the start, the Kraken was universally
incorporated into Nordic mythology and folklore (Hamilton, 1839). According to an obscure,
ancient manuscript of circa 1180 by King Sverre of Norway, the Kraken was just one of many
sea monsters (Lee, 1883). Still, it had its own peculiarities: it was colossal in size, as large as
an island, and capable of sinking ships; it haunted the seas between Norway and Iceland,
and between Iceland and Greenland (Lee, 1883).
Two other Nordic sea monsters have records almost as old as the Kraken, appearing in
the “Saga of Örvar-Oddr” (an Icelandic story from the thirteenth century by an anonymous
author); their names are Hafgufa (“sea-mist”) and Lyngbakr (“heather-back”). The habits of
theses monsters were later described in the Norwegian encyclopedia Konungs Skuggsjá (from
circa 1250, also by an anonymous author). They shared many features with the Kraken,
namely their gigantic size (as big as an island or mountain) and their inclination to attack
ships and their crews. Therefore, these monsters have been considered as references to the
Kraken and are treated as the same monster.
However, nearly all sea monsters had some (or all) of these traits, and as such many of
them were linked to or confused with (or, to borrow the lexicon of taxonomy, “placed in
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synonymy with”) the Kraken over the centuries. Their features only reflected the fears of the
first navigators, and the Kraken proved to be the strongest figure in their folklore, dragging
every other sea monster under its shadow. The other monsters included the Aspidochelone
(or Fastitocalon), a creature also similar to an island; possibly the bishop-fish (also known
as the sea bishop, sea monk or monk-fish), a sea monster whose legend might also have
originated from encounters with seals, sharks or walruses; and, finally, even the biblical
Leviathan (Wallenberg, 1835; Ellis, 1998; Matthews, Matthews, 2005).
This confusion of creatures explains why the Kraken is found under so many guises in art
and literature, from a misshapen mass to a giant cephalopod, passing through creatures as
distinct as a humanoid sea giant, a huge, usually lobster-like, crustacean, and a sea serpent
(Magnus, 1555; Gesner, 1587; Ashton, 1890). It was only much later that the Kraken’s figure
stabilized. Until the beginning of the eighteenth century, science and myth were not clearly
separated, and the Kraken slowly but steadily took on the shape of a giant cephalopod,
largely due to the increase in the number of sightings of giant squids as seafaring became
more common. This culminated in the Kraken’s “modern” form as a giant squid, which can
be understood as a return to the animal that long ago originated the legend.

The Kraken: scourge of the seas
Before actually examining the science behind the monster, it is worth lingering a little
more in the domain of mythology and further exploring the Kraken in all its legendary glory.
First of all, it should be noted that although “Kraken” is the commonest name found in the
literature, the monster answers to many other variants: Krake, Krabben, Kraxen, Skykraken
and Crab-fish (Pontoppidan, 1752, 1752-1753; Wallenberg, 1835; Lee, 1883; Hamilton, 1839;
Matthews, Matthews, 2005).
The Kraken’s colossal size initially reached a few kilometers in length (Pontoppidan, 1752,
1752-1753; Wallenberg, 1835), but as the legend matured and took its molluscan shape,
it was progressively diminished to more modest proportions. Of course, even this smaller
Kraken was still large enough to attack and sink a ship (Figure 1), and its ability to do so
is the commonest theme in its stories, reflecting sailors’ fears. There are many accounts in
the pseudoscientific and cryptozoological literature, and also in the official naval records,
telling of encounters with the monster (e.g., Pontoppidan, 1752, 1752-1753; Hamilton,
1839; Ashton, 1890). They report that the Kraken would attack a ship with its strong arms,
and if this strategy failed it could sink a vessel by creating a fierce maelstrom that could drag
the ship to the bottom of the ocean. This is the most recurrent “ability” attributed to the
Kraken in the literature, and it is found with some variations. Generally, it was thought that
the Kraken would start swimming in circles around the ship (which clearly implies a much
smaller size for the monster), thus creating the deadly vortex. However, when a larger size
was attributed to the Kraken, the monster could create a maelstrom simply by submerging,
and the helpless ship would be dragged down even if that was not the monster’s original
intent (Pontoppidan, 1752, 1752-1753).
Naturally, a monster would not be regarded as such if it did not have a certain taste for
human flesh. Legends say that the Kraken was capable of eating a ship’s entire crew; some
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even claim that the creature could devour the crew of an entire fleet at once. It is also worth
mentioning the most curious piece of folklore about the Kraken: the belief that the amber
(fossilized tree resin) found on the beaches of the North Sea was the monster’s excrement
(Matthews, Matthews, 2005).
Despite its fearsome reputation, the Kraken could also bring some benefits for people.
Sailors believed that the monster swam accompanied by huge schools of fishes, telling how
fishes cascaded down the Kraken’s back when it emerged from the sea (Wallenberg, 1835).
Some claimed that fishes ate the monster’s excrement while others said that the Kraken
produced some sort of “aroma” to attract its fish prey. Putting their fear aside, some fishermen
risked going near the monster in order to secure a more bounteous catch.
Besides the myth, the Kraken was also immortalized in art, and two of its appearances
deserve special attention. The first is the poem “The Kraken” by Alfred Lord Tennyson (1830),
a sonnet where the author combines mythology (with strong references to the biblical
Leviathan) and natural history (Thomson, 1986). The second, the novel Twenty thousand
leagues under the sea by Jules Verne (1870), is better known (Figure 2): the monster, called
simply “poulpe” (octopus) in the French original, attacks the crew of the Nautilus submarine
(curiously, the name of another cephalopod).

The monster tamed: the giant squid
Curiously, even before the legend’s birth, the real animal behind it was already known
to Greek and Roman naturalists and had already been scientifically described (according to
the manner of the day, of course). The Greek philosopher Aristotle (fourth century BC), in
his work The history of animals, had already distinguished the common squid (teuthis) from
its larger and rarer cousin (teuthus or, in some translations, teuthos), which could reach 2.3m
in length. Roman naturalist Pliny the Elder (first century AD), in his work Natural history,
also described a giant squid, which had a body “as large as a barrel” and tentacles reaching
9.1m in length.
Despite being known, the animal’s rarity and extraordinary size were responsible for its
later mythification. Still, both Aristotle and Pliny treated the giant squid as a common animal
and did not link it to myths of their own age (and Greek and Roman myths were plenty!).
However, some later authors (e.g. Tryon, 1879), especially in fictional literature, made this
mistake (a “mistake” because the Kraken’s legend originated from sailors’ accounts dating
from a millennium after the age of Pliny). In any case, this confusion is so recurrent that it
is worth citing some of these Greco-Roman monsters here. The Kraken, already in its giant
squid shape (sometimes even a giant octopus), was linked to some monsters of Greco-Roman
mythology: (a) Scylla, the man-devouring she-monster from Homer’s Odyssey, usually depicted
as a beautiful woman from the waist up but with monstrous features below the waist, such as
six dog’s heads, twelve tentacles (although using the correct malacological terminology, those
would be “arms”) and a cat’s tail; (b) Cetus, the monster to whom Princess Andromeda was
sacrificed, generally depicted as a whale-like creature, as its name implies; (c) the Lernaean
Hydra, the many-headed beast killed by Heracles; and (d) the nameless monster that blocked
Straits of Gibraltar mentioned by Pliny.
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Figure 1: The Kraken, depicted with a more octopus-like appearance, attacking a ship (Author unknown. Available at:
http://commons.wikimedia.org)

Figure 2: The original monster from Twenty thousand leagues under the sea. Despite its name, “poulpe”, the monster
more closely resembles a squid; the drawing on the right even shows a tentacle, a feature present only in squids
(A. de Neuville and E. Riou [1870]. Available at: http://commons.wikimedia.org)
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After a long time away from the literature, the giant squid can be found again in the
work of Olaus Magnus (1555), albeit indirectly: he presents descriptions of many monstrous
“fishes,” one of which seems to specifically refer to a giant squid (Ellis, 2004). Curiously,
the giant squid per se is not present in Historiae animalium (1551-1587), Conrad Gesner’s
influential work. But that is not such a big surprise: Gesner only deals with marine animals in
the last volume (from 1587), published more than 20 years after his death, and many believe
that the author was not certain enough about the material to publish it. Nevertheless, the
Kraken can still be found in Historiae animalium under another guise: a sea serpent described
by Magnus some years earlier. (The reason for the confusion between the Kraken and sea
serpents is explained below.)
Bishop Erik Pontoppidan describes the Kraken as the world’s largest animal (a circumference
of 2.5km) in his work, The natural history of Norway (1752; 1752-1753). The book’s name gives
the idea of something more scientifically oriented, but it is actually closer to mythology.
The bishop reports that the Kraken, when rising from the sea, could easily be mistaken for a
mountain; its colossal size made it more similar to an island than to an organized being. To
give an idea of the creature’s size, Pontoppidan tells that an entire regiment of soldiers could
practice their battle maneuvers on the Kraken’s emerged back. He also claims that the reports
of “floating islands,” common in those days, were actually nothing more than encounters
with the Kraken. Pontoppidan also tells the story of the Bishop of Nidros, who confused
the sleeping Kraken with an island: the man and his crew landed on the monster’s back to
celebrate a mass and only realized their mistake when the creature woke up.
Pontoppidan’s reports were discredited by almost all later naturalists due to his
exaggerations and plain inventions (see, chiefly, Tryon, 1879). However, some authors still
defended Pontoppidan much later (e.g. Hamilton, 1839; Ashton, 1890). Hamilton (1839)
is a special case because he oscillated so much between science and myth: despite alluding
to the possibility of the Kraken being a giant cephalopod, he still gave much credit to the
“monster stories.” Pontoppidan had already reported the monster’s habit of blackening
the sea with a gush of dark liquid. This was not taken into account later, which is very
curious, because this ability could easily have been linked to the cephalopods’ behavior of
expelling ink (see below). Moreover, Wallenberg (1835) claimed that the monster expelled
water by its nostrils, another behavior commonly found in cephalopods, which use jet
propulsion as a mean of quick locomotion. It is also interesting to notice that Hamilton
(1839) observes that sailors from many cultures (including places as distant as China and
Japan; see also Ashton, 1890) had developed similar monsters in their folklore, and calls
attention to the fact that a single real animal gave birth to all these legends.
The Kraken was so strong an influence in Nordic folklore that most naturalists could not
escape its allure. Not even Linnaeus (1735), the father of taxonomy and one of the most
prominent figures in the history of biology, could avoid it: he included the Kraken in the first
edition of his Systema naturae, where he classified all known organisms. The name he chose
was Microcosmus marinus, later understood as Sepia microcosmos. (Curiously, the cuttlefish,
another kind of cephalopod, was and still is classified under the genus Sepia, and the Kraken
itself was deemed a cuttlefish on some occasions.) In another work, Fauna Svecica, Linnaeus
(1746) also used the classification Microcosmus marinus for the Kraken, stating that it was a
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“singular monster” that inhabited the Norwegian seas, despite claiming that he had never
personally seen it. However, Linnaeus later regretted describing an imaginary beast in his
scientific works and removed the Kraken from further editions of Systema naturae (reprint in
1756). In any case, after this event, everyone (naturalists or not) adopted once and for all the
image of a giant squid for the Kraken; i.e. Linnaeus’s “formal” description of the Kraken marked
the point when the mysterious monster took on its modern cephalopod form (Tryon, 1879).
The oldest certified record of a giant squid (rediscovered by Norwegian naturalist Japetus
Steenstrup in 1849), besides Aristotle’s and Pliny’s, seems to be a carcass found in Thingøre
Sand, Iceland, in 1639. At approximately the same time, whalers began to realize that
the sperm whales they hunted regurgitated fragments of huge arms when killed, and the
sailors did not take long to relate these pieces to the Kraken (Nordhoff, 1856; Ellis, 2004).
In December 1853, a giant cephalopod was found stranded on Raabjerg beach, Denmark,
but was completely cut into pieces for bait. The only part recovered from this animal was its
beak, used by Steenstrup (1857) to describe the species Architeuthis monachus. Still in 1857,
Steenstrup seemed to use another name (Architeuthis dux) for the same animal, creating a
taxonomic problem that would only be solved many years later (see below). This was the point
at which the Kraken officially and permanently entered the annals of science. Nevertheless,
perhaps the most famous record of a giant squid is that of the French vessel Alecton, whose
crew, on 30 November 1861, harpooned a squid of about 7.5m in length close to Tenerife,
Canary Islands (Figure 3). However, when the crew tried to drag the animal on board, its body
broke up and they only managed to retrieve the top of the mantle (Ellis, 2004).
The next place where giant squids appeared was Newfoundland Island, Canada, with
the discovery of many specimens from 1871 onwards. Of the first animals found, nothing
remained, but two fishermen recovered a piece of a tentacle from an animal that supposedly
had attacked them (Ellis, 2004). The men took the tentacle fragment to Reverend Moses
Harvey, an amateur naturalist (Aldrich, 1991; Ellis, 2004). As the only thing remaining of
Steenstrup’s specimens was a beak, this was the first conclusive vestige of a giant squid. Later,
in 1873, Harvey managed to secure a complete specimen that was still alive the moment it
was captured; this resulted in one of the most celebrated photos in the history of Architeuthis
studies (Figure 4). Harvey was an amateur, but knew of the great value that his specimens had
to science and called on the assistance of professional malacologist Addison E. Verrill. Until
1881, about 60 specimens were stranded on the beaches of Newfoundland, supposedly due to
a change in the ocean’s currents (Ellis, 2004), and Verrill was the one who took responsibility
for studying those that were not destroyed by fishermen. Based on that first tentacle fragment,
Verrill (1875) described the species Architeuthis princeps (Figure 5).
Verrill’s many works (e.g. 1874; 1875; 1879-1880), besides continuing the line of
Steenstrup and establishing a strictly scientific study of giant squids, reintroduced the genus
Architeuthis and its species to the scientific literature. Verrill identified the first specimens
as A. monachus, but they were later classified as A. dux. The reason for this lies in one of the
rules of taxonomy: since the original mention of A. monachus by Steenstrup (1857) did not
have a proper taxonomic treatment – it was not accompanied by a formal description and a
figure – this name was considered a “nomen nudum” (Robson, 1933), a term indicating that
the name A. monachus must not be accepted or used by the scientific community. As such,
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Figure 3: The crew of the Alecton try to bring the captured squid on board (Author unknown. Available at: http://
commons.wikimedia.org)
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the official name for the species became A. dux, the name given by Steenstrup (1857) to the
same animal. At the same time that the specimens appeared in Newfoundland, many others
were found in New Zealand, Norway (Figure 6) and other places, transforming the study of
giant squids into a worldwide enterprise.
Tryon (1879) reserved a curious entry for the
Kraken in the first volume of his Manual of conchology,
a series that would deal with all mollusks. Worried
about the excess of imagination that haunted the
study of giant cephalopods, he made an extra effort to
demystify all sea monsters, especially the absurdities
of Pontoppidan and Pierre Dénys de Montfort (the
latter was an account of a supposed giant octopus,
unrelated to the Kraken). At the time, many reports
began to appear and the identity of such monsters
was fiercely debated, even attracting the attention
of great names in natural history like Richard Owen,
William Dall and Alcide d’Orbigny; however, few
were the specimens collected and available for
study. Besides, such reports seemed to indicate
that the Kraken also lurked in the Pacific Ocean, in
waters very distant from its Nordic home. Therefore,
Tryon revised all references to these creatures in the
literature, attributing them to known species, either
in the genus Architeuthis or in other genera (including
some octopuses). Tryon acknowledged the genus
Architeuthis as a separate entity from other squids,
but preferred to treat it as a subgenus of the genus
Ommastrephea. He also acknowledged Steenstrup and
Verrill’s species, adding them to the body of global
Figure 4: Harvey’s photo of the squid on his
scientific knowledge. Manual of conchology was for a
sponge bath is the best known image of
long time the greatest authority in molluscan studies,
Architeuthis (M. Harvey [1873]. Available at:
and it remains so for some groups even to this day.
http://commons.wikimedia.org)

Squid or octopus?

Figure 5: Illustration of A. princeps (A. E. Verrill
[1879-1880]. Available at: http://commons.
wikimedia.org)
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Besides the initial confusion of shapes mentioned
above (squid, octopus, sea serpent, crustacean
etc.), the Kraken was commonly confused with an
octopus even after its image was linked to the giant
squid. Such confusion was not only present in art
and fiction, but also in the popular knowledge of
the real animals, i.e. the Kraken’s “smaller cousins.”
This confusion, already reported by Lee (1883),
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Figure 6: Photo of an Architeuthis specimen found in Ranheim, Norway, being measured by Professors Erling Sivertsen
and Svein Haftorn (NTNU Museum of Natural History and Archaeology [1954]. Available at: http://commons.
wikimedia.org)
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unfortunately persists to this day. But, after all, what is the difference between an octopus
and a squid?
Both are mollusks and belong to the class Cephalopoda, together with cuttlefish, nautiluses,
and fossil belemnites and ammonites. Maybe the most striking feature of mollusks is their
marvelous shells. However, contrary to the rest of the phylum, most living cephalopods do
not have shells (nautiluses being the exception). Squids only have a remnant of a shell called
a “pen” (or gladius, to use the scientific term), a mineralized chitinous structure lodged inside
the mantle that works as a skeletal support for the body. Octopuses have completely lost
their shells during their evolutionary history.
At first sight, squids and octopuses may look rather similar in their overall shape, but squids
generally have a more bullet-like shape and hydrodynamic body, with a pair of fins on their
extremity, while octopuses have a more globose body that can greatly change in shape (Figure 7).
This is due to their way of life: squids are active swimmers, while octopuses live on the sea
floor and hide under rocks or in burrows (they also have the greatest camouflage ability in the
animal kingdom), although there are some exceptions, such as paper nautiluses (Argonauta
spp.). However, the most striking difference lies somewhere else: while an octopus has only
eight arms, a squid has eight arms and two tentacles, which can be readily identified, for they

Figure 7: Diagrams of a squid, in this case Architeuthis (above), and an octopus (below), accompanied by the proper
scientific terminology (B. M. Tomotani)
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are more slender and usually much longer than the arms. The difference in meaning between
“arm” and “tentacle” is crucial, but has been consistently overlooked in the popularization
of science (not to mention fiction!), where these words are used interchangeably. The arms of
both octopus and squid are covered on their inner surface by suction cups (or suckers), but
those of an octopus are sessile while squids have stalked mobile cups. Squids’ tentacles are
smooth (i.e. without cups) along almost their whole length, but the tip of the tentacle, called
the club, bears some cups.
In all other respects, squids and octopuses are very similar, but there are still some features
of general cephalopod anatomy and ecology that are worth mentioning. Their mouth is
located in the middle of the circle formed by the arms and contains a pair of powerful chitinous
mandibles called a “beak” due to their resemblance to a parrot’s beak. Beaks are often cited
in taxonomy, as a genus and sometimes even a species can be identified by its beak alone
(Ogden et al., 1998; Roeleveld, 2000). Inside the mouth lies the radula, a rasping tongueshaped structure equipped with many rows of small chitinous teeth, giving it the capacity to
pluck small portions of food. The radula is a feature common to all mollusks except bivalves,
which are filter feeders and have lost the radula in the course of their evolution.
Cephalopods breathe through gills located inside the mantle cavity: water enters this
cavity through apertures on the mantle edge close to the head, bringing oxygen to the gills,
and is expelled by a structure called funnel. The funnel is also capable of expelling a powerful
gush of water, responsible for the fast jet-propulsion movement of cephalopods. An ink sac
can also be found inside the mantle cavity, which enables the animal to expel a dark cloud
of ink through the funnel to disorient a predator and escape. Cephalopods have specialized
cells in their skin called cromatophores, which enable them to instantly change color and
camouflage themselves (either to escape predators or to ambush prey) or to communicate with
conspecifics. Finally, cephalopods have a complex nervous system, and are highly intelligent.

Sea serpents: reptiles or mollusks?
Other terrible monsters that lurked in the sea and terrorized sailors were sea serpents,
reptile-like (sometimes even dragon-like) beasts capable of sinking ships and devouring their
crew. There are countless seamen’s reports about encounters with sea serpents, both in official
naval records and in the scientific and cryptozoological literature (see, chiefly, Magnus, 1555;
Gesner, 1587; Ashton, 1890). Ellis (2004), like Lee (1883) a century before, presents a list of
such reports and concludes that the vast majority of them could be reduced to encounters with
giant squids (the rest being eels and other fish). According to these authors, the description
of such sea serpents commonly includes: (1) an elongated and sinuous serpentiform body
(squids swim with their arms and tentacles held close together and can give the impression of
being a serpent); (2) an eyeless and mouthless head (the sailors may only have seen the club
of a tentacle or the tip of the mantle above the water level; Figure 8); (3) a water gush that
the serpent expelled from its mouth (squids usually use such water jets, expelled through the
funnel, to escape and, in this case, to ward off harassing fishermen; Figure 9). As such, when
more closely examined, another common legendary creature, the sea serpent, also becomes
a giant squid or, more specifically, Architeuthis.
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Figure 8: (Above) supposed sea serpent sighted by the crew of the Daedalus in 1848 near the Cape of Good Hope.
Note the absence of eyes and how it is simpler to interpret the monster as the tip of a giant squid’s mantle (Author
unknown. Available at: http://commons.wikimedia.org); (below) the scene most likely witnessed by the crew of the
Daedalus (H. Lee [1883])

Architeuthis, wanted dead or alive
As seen above, all Architeuthis specimens recovered until the beginning of the twentieth
century were almost exclusively stranded on beaches. Subsequent marine research began
using new methods to capture animals, including trawling nets, but few were the giant squids
captured at sea. This even led some authors (Roper, Boss, 1982) to question whether
squids were able to avoid capture somehow. In any case, all the recovered animals were
dying or already dead (and in a bad state of preservation); in the worst cases, only parts of
the animal, like a tentacle fragment, were recovered. The difficulty in finding specimens
is reported by Aldrich (1991), who started distributing posters saying, “Wanted! Dead or
alive”, and even offering rewards. (He says he managed to secure many specimens this way.)
Even so, a large number of records were gathered, giving a good idea of the geographical
distribution of Architeuthis (see Ellis, 2004, for an exhaustive list of all animals sighted and/
or recovered). With all these data, it is clear that Architeuthis is a cosmopolitan genus, i.e. it
occurs in the entire world, but it is especially abundant in the North Atlantic, the western
North Pacific and off the South African and New Zealand coasts (Robison, 1989; Aldrich, 1991;
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Figure 9: (Above) sea serpent squirting water from its mouth, as reported by Bishop Hans Edge of Greenland in 1734.
Artistic exaggerations aside, a gush of water from a squid could easily be seen above the water level (Author unknown.
Available at: http://commons.wikimedia.org); (below) the scene most likely witnessed by Edge (H. Lee [1883])
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González et al., 2000). Some authors (Roper, Young, 1972; Nesis et al., 1985) suggested that
Architeuthis reproduced in warm waters, where the juvenile would grow, and then the adults
would migrate to temperate or cold waters, where they would feed, grow and mature. However,
this hypothesis was disproved when additional data surfaced: Roeleveld & Lipinski (1991)
showed that Architeuthis live and reproduce in the same area.
Architeuthis, the single genus of the family
Architeuthidae, has about 20 species, many
precariously described, usually based only on
tentacle fragments (Figure 10), beaks (Figure
11) or other body parts (Clarke, 1966, 1968;
Roper, Boss, 1982; Roeleveld, 2000). Until the
1940s, it was common practice to describe a
new species whenever a new fragment was
Figure 10: The tip of a tentacle, also known as the
found, as Steenstrup, Verrill and others had
club, of Architeuthis. The four rows of suction cups are
done. This is why the descriptions were never
an exclusive feature of the genus (Roper, Boss, 1982;
Aldrich, 1991) (A. E. Verrill [1879]. Available at: http://
accompanied by clear diagnoses to distinguish
commons.wikimedia.org)
among the many species (Clarke, 1966; Roper,
Boss, 1982; Roeleveld, 2000). Thus, the family’s
taxonomy remains messy to this day, in large part due to the scarcity of well-preserved material
and the logistical difficulty of conducting a comparative study with such huge animals.
Moreover, the existing material is scattered throughout many museums and universities in
different parts of the world, and a good portion of the original specimens were discarded,
since the institutions are hardly equipped to house more than one of these monsters (Aldrich,
1991). This confusion has led many researchers to avoid identifying the species in their works,
referring to the object of their studies simply as Architeuthis sp. or even only Architeuthis.

Figure 11: Beak of the Architeuthis (L. Joubin [1900]. Available at: http://commons.wikimedia.org)
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Therefore, it can easily be seen that the genus is in dire need of a taxonomic revision,
especially when taking into account the large number of specimens recovered since the species’
original descriptions. A handful of authors have risked issuing some opinions regarding the
group’s taxonomy, but none have conducted any proper revisionary work. Some believe that
few of the current species are valid: for Roper and Boss (1982), for instance, the genus only
has three valid species: A. dux from the North Atlantic, A. japonica from the North Pacific, and
A. sanctipauli from the southern hemisphere. Others (Aldrich, 1991; Förch, 1998; Roeleveld,
2000) claim that all the genus diversity can be accommodated in a single species of variable
morphology, namely A. dux. However, the division into a few species seems better grounded,
for some striking differences have been described between the animals from the Pacific and
from the Atlantic, as well as between the two “populations” from the North Atlantic (Roper,
Young, 1972). Besides, there is still the curious case of the “dwarf” Architeuthis, a giant squid
that reaches maturity with an astoundingly small size, less than 30cm (Toll, Hess, 1981). It
is very likely a new species and, according to Roeleveld and Lipinski (1991), also deserves a
separate genus to accommodate it (albeit still in the family Architeuthidae).

The biology of the elusive Architeuthis
Little is known about the biology of giant squids. Since almost all the available specimens
for study have been found dead or dying, little information could be extracted from them
(Roper, Sweeney, Nauen, 1984). Even so, malacologists have made every effort to extract as
much as they could from their specimens. Therefore, knowledge has advanced slowly (and is
permeated by speculations), depending largely on the luck of finding good specimens to work
with. Still, a great deal of information has been gathered in this century and a half of studies.
The coloring of Architeuthis goes from dark red to brown, but it very likely shares with
other squids the ability to instantly change color (Roper, Boss, 1982; Aldrich, 1991). The
giant squid’s eyes are the largest in the animal kingdom, but are proportionally small when
compared with other cephalopods (Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991). Cephalopod eyes tend to be as
complex as those of birds and mammals, and since vision is their main sense, the large eyes of
Architeuthis most likely serve some purpose in the dark depths it inhabits. The importance
of its ability to change color at such depth and the function of its eyes in locating prey and
ink in escaping from predators (its ink sac is relatively small) remain elusive (Ellis, 2004).
Like some other squid species (such as the families Enoploteuthidae, Histioteuthidae and
Bathyteuthidae), Architeuthis has pockets in its muscles containing a solution of ammonium
ions (NH4+), which is less dense than seawater (Clarke, Denton, Gilpin-Brown, 1979; Boyle,
1986; Robison, 1989). This solution grants the giant squid neutral buoyancy, i.e. it can keep
itself steady without having to continually expend energy swimming (Roper, Boss, 1982).
This feature was first thought to had evolved only once in the squids’ history and that all
the families belonged to the same lineage (Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991), but this hypothesis
has recently been questioned (Voight, Pörtner, O’Dor, 1994). Besides, when some other
morphological and anatomical features are taken into account, the family Architeuthidae
seems to be a relatively ancient lineage among squids (Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991).
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Robson (1933) was the first researcher that tried to discover something about the giant
squid’s way of life through its anatomical structure. This was the beginning of a heated debate
in the scientific literature about the capabilities of Architeuthis. Some authors defend the idea
of an agile, powerful predator worthy of the erstwhile myths. For them, the animal’s powerful
musculature, mainly in its funnel and mouth, as well as the high levels of enzymatic activity
and protein concentration in the muscles indicate a good swimmer, apt for capturing active
prey (Clarke, 1966; O’Dor, 1988; Robison, 1989; Aldrich, 1991; Seibel, Thuesen, Childress,
2000). On the contrary, there are some studies indicating that it has a limited oxygen transport
capacity in the blood (Brix, 1983, but his results have been fiercely contested by Boyle, 1986)
and weak muscles in the fins and funnel (Robson, 1933; Roper, Boss, 1982), with a small
concentration of proteins, lipids, cholesterol and glycogen (Rosa, Pereira, Nunes, 2005). This
has led some authors to consider the giant squid a slow and relatively weak animal, preying
by ambush with its long tentacles (Robson, 1933; Roper, Boss, 1982; Pérez-Gándaras, Guerra,
1989; Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991).
Aldrich (1991) claimed that those who considered Architeuthis a weak swimmer confused
speed with agility and maneuverability. Therefore, the giant squid would have low
maneuverability and agility, but would be a potent swimmer, capable of reaching great speeds;
at least fast enough to escape its main predator, the sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus).
Aldrich (1991) cites Grønningsæter (1946), who sighted a giant squid swimming on the sea
surface and calculated its speed at 20 to 25 knots (37 to 46km/h); nevertheless, this record
remains doubtful (Ellis, 2004). In any case, the giant squid’s cruising speed, its most used
kind of movement, would not require such powerful muscles as expected by some authors,
since it uses very little of the cephalopods’ muscular capability (Ellis, 2004).
The stomach contents of an animal can be used to discover its diet and therefore infer its
feeding strategy (and, indirectly, ascertain whether Architeuthis is indeed a powerful predator).
Despite the fact that a squid’s beak and radula turns almost all food into unrecognizable
bits (the Architeuthis beak reaches up to 15cm and the radula 10cm; Roper, Boss, 1982),
some information can sometimes be extracted from its stomach contents. Architeuthis feed
mainly on fishes and squids, and many prey species have been identified (Roper, Young,
1972; Pérez-Gándaras, Guerra, 1978, 1989; Toll, Hess, 1981; Förch, 1998; Lordan, Collins,
Perales-Raya, 1998; Bolstad, O’Shea, 2004). Crustaceans, bivalves and other benthic animals,
as well as algae, have sporadically been found (Aldrich, 1991; Förch, 1998; Lordan, Collins,
Perales-Raya, 1998), but are either considered secondary ingestion (i.e. they would have
been previously ingested by the prey) or are present only in stranded Architeuthis specimens
and are therefore not considered natural components of its diet (Bolstad, O’Shea, 2004). As
such, the giant squid’s diet is consistent with that of both an active predator and that of an
ambush predator. A very welcome answer comes in the form of an exceptional report by
Kubodera and Mori (2005): unprecedented film footage of a live Architeuthis in its natural
habitat, 900m deep in the North Pacific. These authors attained this feat after many decades
of frustrated efforts by tens of other researchers. The film shows many images of the squid
grabbing bait, showing that it is indeed a fast and powerful swimmer, capturing its prey with
its long, strong tentacles. Nevertheless, in order to end the debate once and for all, the only
thing remaining is to see a live Architeuthis capturing live, active prey.
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The vertical distribution of Architeuthis, i.e. the depths at which it lives, is also somewhat
uncertain. At first, it was thought that these animals inhabited abyssal depths (Steenstrup,
1857), but more recent evidence points to another pattern. The vertical distribution of
the predators of Architeuthis can be used to infer where the giant squid lives. Juvenile giant
squids are preyed upon by sharks and bony fishes (Roper, Young, 1972; Cherel, 2003), while
adults are preyed upon almost exclusively by sperm whales (Roper, Boss, 1982; Clarke, 1980;
Aldrich, 1991). Therefore, it is claimed that the giant squid lives between the surface and
1,100m deep (possibly reaching 2,000m; Roper, Boss, 1982). However, there is evidence that
there could be differences: (1) in the depths inhabited by different populations (or species)
around the globe (Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991); (2) among age classes, with juvenile squids living
closer to the surface and adults inhabiting greater depths (Roper, Boss, 1982; Lu, 1986; Robison,
1989; Förch, 1998); (3) for the same animal, which could vertically migrate daily, living closer
to the surface during the day but deeper during
the night (Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991).
Sperm whales are the great predators of
adult Architeuthis (Roper, Boss, 1982; Aldrich,
1991) and the battles between these titans are
perhaps more frequent than once imagined. It
is very common to find scars on whales’ skin
(Figure 12) left by giant squids’ suction cups,
whose edges are armed with small but sharp
chitinous denticles (Roper, Boss, 1982). Both the
arms and the tentacle’s clubs have suction cups,
but the scars are probably caused by the squids’
arms (Ellis, 2004), even if the reconstruction
of such battles show the tentacles wrapped
tight around the whale (Figure 13). Architeuthis
tentacles can reach more than 10m in length,
but it is impossible for the animal to use them
Figure 12: A patch of skin of a sperm whale showing
the scars left by a giant squid’s suckers (J. Murray
as constricting weapons, for they lack the
and J. Hjort [1921]. Available at: http://commons.
musculature for this (Roper, Boss, 1982; Ellis,
wikimedia.org)
2004). A giant squid could never overcome a
sperm whale in a duel (actually a preying attempt by the latter) and its only option would be
to quickly escape (Aldrich, 1991). Surprisingly, Aldrich (1991) reports similar scars to those
found on sperm whales in specimens of Architeuthis, meaning that some sort of confrontation
may occur between conspecifics. Unfortunately, it is not possible to tell if such disputes are
related to feeding, reproduction or even to some other unanticipated reason. This piece of
information could also be related to the reports of supposed cannibalism (Bolstad, O’Shea,
2004), in which pieces of tentacles and arms of Architeuthis were found in the stomach
contents of conspecifics. Curiously, Architeuthis, as well as many other cephalopods, seems
to be able to regenerate lost portions of its tentacles (Aldrich, Aldrich, 1968).
Data about Architeuthis reproduction are also scarce. The giant squid seems to show great
sexual dimorphism in size, with females growing much larger than males; however, the
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Figure 13: Reconstruction of an epic battle between a giant squid and its nemesis, the sperm whale, in exhibition at
the American Museum of Natural History, New York, USA (American Museum of Natural History. Available at: http://
commons.wikimedia.org

implications of this fact remain unknown (Hoving et al., 2004). Reproduction in cephalopods
occurs with the transfer of spermatophores, small structures containing the sperm (Rocha,
Guerra, González, 2001). Generally, one of the male’s arms bears special modifications to
perform the spermatophores’ transference and is called a hectocotylus (Rocha, Guerra,
González, 2001). This structure is also present in Architeuthis (Knudsen, 1957; Roper, Boss,
1982; Aldrich, 1991), but spermatophore transfer seems to be a little unusual: spermatophores
have been found lodged inside the arms of some females (Norman, Lu, 1997; Guerra et al.,
2004; Hoving et al., 2004). Few other squids, of much smaller sizes than Architeuthis, show this
behavior (Norman, Lu, 1997). In other cephalopods, the spermatophores are usually lodged
in an exclusive receptacle inside the female’s mantle. Moreover, a female Architeuthis can
apparently store spermatophores even when it is not yet sexually mature, which is perhaps
a reproductive strategy, since an encounter between two giant squids might not be a very
frequent occurrence in the ocean’s dark depths (Norman, Lu, 1997; Hoving et al., 2004). The
ovaries found in some specimens have led to the estimate that Architeuthis can produce from
one million to ten million eggs, each about 1.5mm in diameter, and it probably lays them
in large gelatinous masses, like some other large oceanic squids (Roper, Boss, 1982; Boyle,
1986; Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991; Hoving et al., 2004).
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Some young specimens, a few centimeters in length, have been found throughout the
world (Roper, Young, 1972; Lu, 1986). Considering the disparity in size between juveniles
and adults and the fact that Architeuthis has a life cycle of about two to two and a half years,
as is the rule in cephalopods (Rocha, Guerra, González, 2001), it is estimated that its growth
rate is incredibly fast (Jackson, Lu, Dunning, 1991; Gauldie, West, Förch, 1994). Little else
is known about the giant squid’s biology and it is believed that the rest of its physiological
and behavioral features are similar to other squids.

Mesonychoteuthis: a new monster?
The largest Architeuthis ever recorded reaches 18m in length (some say 20m, but the
tentacles extend after death, possibly leading to overestimated measures; Ellis, 2004), including
the tentacles, and the mantle alone can reach up to 6m (Roper, Boss, 1982). However, the
vast majority of specimens are much smaller (Clarke, 1966; Roper, Sweeney, Nauen, 1984;
Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991; Norman, 2000). The estimated weight of the largest specimens
ranges from 400kg to 1t (Clarke, 1966; Roeleveld, Lipinski, 1991).
But even with such a great size, there is another species of squid that apparently wants
to take the place of Architeuthis as the world’s largest invertebrate. The “colossal squid”
(Mesonychoteuthis hamiltoni, family Cranchiidae), from the Antarctic Ocean, can apparently
surpass Architeuthis in both length (by at least 1m) and weight (O’Shea, Bolstad, 2008).
However, since not one single gigantic specimen has been recovered (the published accounts
record only a maximum of 3m mantle length, 10m of total length and ~500kg; Roper, Jereb,
2010), this is simply an estimate made by extrapolation from young specimens or beaks.
Moreover, such records have never been published in scientific journals; they are restricted
to amateur websites and therefore cannot be confirmed. Thus, despite the greater amount of
attention the media has given to Mesonychoteuthis, Architeuthis remains the sea monster
par excellence.

Reviving the myth
Ellis (2004) has managed to gather a large amount of information about sea monsters
and their zoological counterparts. In his research, he encountered many people who actually
believed that the giant squid was only a myth and were really surprised to discover a real
animal behind the legends. It seems the Kraken is still very much alive in folklore, even after
so many centuries and so much research. The monster has gained a new lease of life since the
1940s due to its sporadic appearance in pop culture: in movies (e.g. Pirates of the Caribbean:
dead man’s chest, 2006), fictional literature (e.g. Kraken, by China Miéville, 2010), videogames
(e.g. Age of mythology, 2002, and Assassin’s creed III, 2012), comic books (mainly in some
stories by DC Comics and Marvel Comics) and even music (in the song “Architeuthis”, the
heavy metal band Tourniquet appropriately defines the animal as the last living mystery).
The first memorable movie starring the Architeuthis was Reap the wild wind (1942), which,
as stated by Ellis (2004), defined what the public would come to expect of the giant squid:
a monster lurking in sunken ships waiting for reckless divers. Another striking appearance
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of the Kraken is in Walt Disney Studio’s adaptation of Twenty thousand leagues under the sea
(1954). An interesting case is the movie Clash of the Titans, both the original version (1981)
and its recent remake (2010), where the error mentioned earlier can be seen. In this movie,
the Kraken appears as a gigantic humanoid monster, taking the place of Cetus in the Greek
legend of Princess Andromeda, and therefore inserted in a mythology that has absolutely
nothing to do with it.
The most outstanding appearance of the giant squid in the fictional literature is Beast
(1991), a novel by Peter Benchley, author of Jaws. As is usual in such stories, the monster
goes about killing everyone for no reason whatsoever until it is finally killed in the end.
The way Benchley shows the giant squid, as a merciless and vengeful killing machine, drew
the attention of Arthur C. Clarke, a renowned science fiction author and great admirer of
Architeuthis (the animal had already been featured in many of his short stories). Clarke, as well
as many other writers and scientists, believed Benchley’s novel Jaws and its movie adaptation
were responsible for the ruthless hunting and killing of white sharks which took place
shortly after the movie was released; as such, they feared that the same could happen with
Architeuthis after Beast (Clarke, 1992). Fortunately, that never happened, certainly because the
giant squid is extremely hard to find (and unpalatable due to the ammonium in its muscles)
and not because people had suddenly developed greater environmental awareness. For now,
the giant squid apparently is not in danger. However, as technology advances, it is possible
that these animals will be more easily caught; therefore, maybe in the near future, Architeuthis
will need protection or it will definitely become a myth. Architeuthis is an emblematic animal
and may even be used as a symbol for environmental protection (Guerra et al., 2011).

Final considerations
Malacologists have gone a long way in bringing the Kraken to the light of science. Since
the first certified record of Architeuthis in 1639 (Steenstrup, 1849), about five hundred other
records have been gathered from every region of the globe (Sweeney, 2001; Ellis, 2004). Even
with so many records, little is definitely known about the biology of this wonderful animal
(Roper, Shea, 2013); not even the taxonomy of the family Architeuthidae is resolved. The giant
squid is perhaps the most elusive large animal in the world and this has greatly contributed
to the aura of mystery that envelops it. It can be said that even today this animal possesses a
semi-mythological status. Despite much scientific research, the myth stills surfaces here and
there as the sea monster lurking in folklore and immortalized by art.
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